Experimental study of AO and T1 modes of the concert harp.
String instruments are usually composed of a set of strings, a soundboard, and a soundbox with sound holes, which is generally designed to increase the sound level by using the acoustic resonances of the cavity. In the case of the harp, the soundbox and especially the sound holes are primarily designed to allow access to the strings for their mounting. An experimental modal analysis, associated to measurements of the acoustic velocity in the holes, shows the importance of two particular modes labeled A0 and T1 as it was done for the guitar and the violin. Their mode shapes involve coupled motions of the soundboard's bending and of the oscillations of the air pistons located in the sound holes. The A0 mode is found above the frequency of the lowest acoustically significant structural mode T1. Thus, the instrument does not really take advantage of the soundbox resonance to increase its radiated sound in low frequencies. However, contribution of mode A0 is clearly visible in the response of the instrument, confirming the importance of the coupling between the soundboard and the cavity.